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On Course with the President
There are a couple of things that should be addressed at this

time. Here goes ...
Perhaps you recently called the Midwest telephone line, been

told the office is temporarily closed, and referred to MAGCS
Vice President Joel Purpur. Here's what is happening. The Exe-
cutive Secretary of the Midwest, Joan Minnis, is having some
difficulties in the latter stages of her pregnancy. Her doctor has
advised her to rest as much as possible, even to the extent of
virtually complete bed rest. These complications amount to a
series of involuntary contractions at a much too early stage and
there is a resultant danger to Joan and her unborn child. Her
health and the health of the child are far too important to jeopar-
dize with activities that can easily be handled by others at this
time. So there has been a curtailment of her MAGCS secretarial .
activities and duties for the time being. If there are any MAGCS
details, questions, problems, or issues of any kind - please
call Don Cross, Joel, or myself and we shall try to be as effi-
cient as Joan. She's doing just fme in the meantime and we all
wish her the best as the due date nears. Take care, Joan!

Last month MAGCS Director Kerry Blatteau elegantly ad-
dressed the details and facets of the Midwest and it's govern-
ing body. He mentioned the many areas to which the Midwest
is committed and the active prominence of our association. Well,
the association is equal to the sum of it's parts and the strongest
parts of the MAGCS are it's members. Soon we hope to be
drawing from that very strength as the Nominating Committee
convenes to consider the potential leadership individuals and
personality of the Midwest of the near future. The Nominating
Committee of the MAGCS will be convening soon to tackle the

Let the nominations committee know if you are
interested in serving as an Association Director

and aspire to participate.
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fonnidable task of ftlling the upcoming Board of Director vacan-
cies. The Committee will be going through the directory and
considering the names of MAGCS members whom might be
interested in accepting the challenge of helping to serve and
guide this fine organization. It is a fulfilling and rewarding op-
portunity to become an integral and active participant in the
"Midwest". Yes, it involves a little bit of work and some time
too; but we as superintendents have never been afraid of taking
care of the business at hand.

We urge you to consider accepting the challenge of the
MAGCS Board. The elected position of Director of the MAGCS
is a fine professional accomplishment and affords an individual
a tremendous opportunity to gain leadership experience. And
it can be a lot of fun too. Let the nominations committee know
if you are interested in serving as an Association Director and
aspire to participate. MAGCS Past President Tim Kelly will
be the nominations committee chairman and he will be work-
ing hard to develop a slate of candidates. It's for the future of
the Association and it's for the future of your Association. We
hope you are interested ...

And finally - Terry Petrie died recently. He suffered badly
and bravely for far too long. I have never met another person
who took so much pride in being a Golf Course Superinten-
dent. Rest in Peace, Terry.
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